Congratulations to the following students who earned bonus points for their responses last week.

William Bell, Nadia Cunningham, Kevin Altamirano, Matthew Altamirano and Selenna Fuimaono

Samples of responses will be displayed on the noticeboard outside Kindergarten

Year One

This Term Year 1 have been learning about fairy tales. This week we planted some beans and have made lots of predictions about how tall they will grow. Each week, we are going to measure our ‘bean stalks’ and record much they how they grow.

Georgia: “I hope they grow as tall as Jacks beanstalk.”
Isha: “I think they will grow as tall as the castle.”
We challenge you mind map your knowledge of Mathematics.  
“Impress Us”

There are lots of different things we learn in maths, such as whole number, addition & subtraction, multiplication & division, length, mass, area, shapes, data, fractions etc

Choose one area of maths and design a poster of your knowledge. Your poster might include lots of examples, drawings, photos, numbers and words.

Here is an example of a mind map on multiplication

---

**Infants Number Busting (K-2)**

**Select a number...**

**20-30**

Break it up in as many ways as possible. Try and think of some creative solutions.

**Primary Number Busting (3-6)**

**Select a number...**

**120-130**

Break it up in as many ways as possible. Try and think of some creative solutions.

---

Please hand all entries into your classroom teacher by **Friday 13th September**. You will receive a sticker and your entry will be placed in a box for judging! Alternatively, you may email your entry to hfmerton@parra.catholic.edu.au